VEHICLE/FIREFIGHTER DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURE

If it is determined that your vehicle requires decontamination with the AeroClave system, you will report to Groves warehouse, 4252 Groves Rd.

1. Notify SO-4 (614)332-9226, and contact 24hr Decon Technician by calling (614)493-1585 or x75958.
2. Enter through overhead door #26 located on the North side of warehouse.
   a. Use Division ID on Matrix or use call box at man door to gain access to building.
3. Follow the arrows to the Special Duty overhead door (this door will automatically open as you approach it).
4. Proceed forward to the parking area located in the Special Event parking area.
5. Decon Technician will provide directions for vehicle decontamination process.

PERSONAL DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURE

If it is determined that personnel require personal Decon, the Decon Technician will show you to the shower and restroom trailer. **DO NOT ENTER DOOR 134, OR THE BUILDING OFFICE AREAS.**

1. Towel, washcloth, and soap will be handed to you in a trash bag by the Decon Technician. EMS gloves will be available for your use to prevent cross contamination.
2. Utilize the trash bag containing the shower supplies, for dirty uniforms. Properly secure uniform in bag, to be washed at the firehouse upon return to quarters, with hot soap and water.
   a. For personnel not having an extra uniform, Tyvek suits are available.
   b. Anyone who desires to immediately launder your uniforms, may wait while the uniform is laundered on site, utilizing the washer and dryer located in the wash bay (see map).
   c. Any uniform contaminated with blood, will be doubled bagged in a heavy duty green trash bag, properly labeled with:
      1. Personal information
      2. What type of contamination i.e. blood
      3. Follow normal laundry procedures and send to Division laundry from your station.
3. Spray shower area with bleach solution. The Decon tech will scrub and rinse after a ten minutes soak period.
4. After shower, dirty towels shall be placed in the laundry hamper by the trailer. EMS gloves and any trash should be disposed in the trash can.
5. After showering personnel can report to room 105 until vehicle decontamination is complete and you have been officially released.
   a. Do not enter the office areas, or workout rooms.
   b. If you have any other division business, access door 118 from the outside.
6. When released proceed through door #15 on the West side of bay.
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